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Randall Everley is assisted here to make a great
save from a pop off by Paul Perret, his timer. 



Two Meter Day 1

Photos by Gordon Buckland.

Every morning, as diehard Soaring pilots, we look to the skies
to see if the forecaster was right or not. The weather has a lot to
do with our thermal hunting and also our personal comfort as we
spend a whole day in the sun looking up at the sky. 

Muncie, Indiana, has turned on the most glorious weather for the
Soaring Nats so far and it was forecast to continue today as well.
Marna had the transmitter pound open just after 7:30 and the pilot
meeting for 2 Meter was underway as scheduled just after 8:30 a.m.
Our CD, Jack Strother, ordered 10:33 as the task time for Round 1,
which seemed like a strange task, but it at least made us all think a bit
as we set our timers. 

Sixty pilots had registered for the event and we had seven separate
flight groups of approximately nine pilots for each round. This is a
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This group of 2 Meter
sailplanes represents more than 20
years of different designs, yet they are all still
competitive in this unique class.

Bubba Glover stretches back to launch the
Sprite.



great turnout for a 2 Meter contest—
the most in years—so it looked like
we would have a terrific contest
ahead of us. 

Jack got us underway very
quickly and the fantastic volunteers
who worked the flightline today
moved the groups through faster
than any I have ever seen. Marc
Gellart, was exceptionally bold with
his launch releases with two planes
on tow at the same time very often.
Helpers wound the lines down
quickly and the great organization
and planning resulted in six rounds
being flown before 4:00 p.m.

Round 1 was definitely a
challenge for the first couple of
flight groups as the air was floaty
but not enough to get them 10
minutes and 33 seconds. The third
flight group was different with Peter
Goldsmith, Mike Lachowski, and
me (Gordon Buckland) all getting
away to the left in some pretty
decent air. 

About 6½ minutes into the flight,
Peter and I were turning in the same
patch of light lift when the
inevitable happened when two
Aussies get together. We hooked up
for a few seconds to say g’day but
the result was anything but cordial
as my wood Duck plummeted about
100 feet and Peter continued to
calmly thermal. 

I was able to recover and
continue the flight but just couldn’t
quite work that lift from lower and
the plane kept turning left I finally
didn’t quite make the time. I was 52
seconds short but I was able to make
an 86 landing which made up for the
disappointment of the midair. Upon
inspection a 6-inch piece of leading
edge was dangling from my left
wing. 

Peter’s brand new first contest
flight Sprite suffered a gash to the
wing and a damaged wing saddle
but both planes were in the air again
for the next round. The remaining
flight groups all found enough air
for at least some of the pilots to
make the time, so CD Jack Strother
called 11 minutes for Round 2.  

The air was constantly improving
and every group, although not every
pilot, was getting to the lift that was
certainly there for the adventurous.
A decent launch is fairly critical
with these birds. At times our launch
was slightly downwind and a full
pedal winch was necessary. Josh
Glaab and Steve Lucke both made
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Scores on the scoreboard after yesterday’s last round.



the max in the first group of Round 2 but literally
crushed some good pilots who did not get to the
up air. 

By group two in Round 2 some really good lift
had virtually parked itself at the turnaround area
and nearly everybody got away for the 11
minutes. The good conditions continued
throughout the round and made for some great
soaring with thermals stacked with 2 Meter
sailplanes and a landing zone at the end of every
flight group raining sailplanes for about 60
seconds. The leader after these first two rounds

was none other than JT “Sagitta” Thomas flying a Sprite. Peter
Goldsmith, also flying a Sprite, was in second; Craig Greening
(Sprite) in third; Mike Lachowski in fourth; and Gordon Buckland
(Duck) in fifth. (That’s three Australians in the top five, mate!) 

During lunch I went with Mike Lachowski to check out what
Glauco Lago was up to. They had set up F3B winches on the
south field to do some F3B practice. I have a keen interest in F3B
from a time when I flew in the mid 80s in Australia. Mike
demonstrated a couple of speed runs over the 150-meter, four-lap
course and we returned quickly to the 2 Meter contest. We would
return to the F3B later after 2 Meter was over for the day.

The third round began with Jack’s announcement that it would
be a 12-minute target time. The air was still so good, with regularly
spaced thermals, that most everybody in the first couple of groups
made their times. 

Doug Pike (Home Brew) made a fabulous save from about 50
John Lyndsay works tirelessly throughout the Nats as the official
scorer and is often out of sight in the “White Whale.”

CD Jack Strother conducts the pilots’ meeting at 8:30 a.m.

Craig Greening lines up his Sprite
almost perfectly for this landing in the
90s.

Tom Kallevang untangles a winch
prior to the contest getting underway.
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feet as he came in for an early landing four minutes into the task. There were some
flight groups in this round although, as is often the case in 2 Meter, if a
pilot made a decision to go right from the launch and the lift was
to the left he never could make it back once the error was
apparent. 

It caught out some good pilots but that is what
Muncie Soaring is all about. Conditions that are
never easy and it takes a very consistent pilot to
stay on top. JT was showing just that
consistency with landings of 65, 83, and 96 to
retain the first position. Craig Greening also
was landing like a machine with 52, 92, 92
and he stayed just eight points abeam of JT
in second. Mike Lachowski was in third
place and Josh Glaab flying a Sprite had
moved up to fourth. Johnny Berlin (V
Tail Duck), after an ordinary first round,
had been a landing machine to take the
fifth spot. 

No sooner had Round 3 been
completed, we rolled straight into the
fourth round with a continuance of the 12-
minute max. Mike Lachowski landed long
in the landing zone to depart the contest early
and spend some time with Glauco at the F3B
winches. It was important to be on your game
with the 2 Meter in these conditions. There was
plenty of lift out there but you had to get to it
posthaste. If you tarried anywhere along the way you
could easily find yourself short of the air and too low to
get anywhere else. Such are 2 Meter contests in Muncie. 

The highlight of Round 4 was 11-year-old Josh Glaab Jr. winning
his group by more than three minutes as the other pilots failed to maximize
the lift that was there. Randall Everly made a pop-off to about 50 feet and worked his
way up in a little bubble to join his entire group at about 1,000 feet eight minutes later.

Dean Gradwell enjoys a good, long flight
near the end of the 15-minute max.

Doug Pike had an unusual flip over, resulting in a zero landing when the plane
bounced back. 

Tim and Ethan Gess, visiting from Michigan,
volunteered to work as winch trolls for the day.
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That was a well-deserved effort by Randall
who is emerging as a very good thermal pilot. 

With 4 rounds complete the JT was still on
top with another landing of 94. Craig Greening
held on to second with a 38 landing. Johnny
Berlin moved up to third with an 83. Josh
Glaab remained in fourth place with a 64, and
I was in fifth with another good max and 77
landing. 

Jack Strother must have been thinking all
night about how he could torture us in the hot
sun today because just as the day was at it’s
hottest with the sun fiercely beating down on
us the task time was extended to 15 minutes
for Round 5. 

The air was so good this afternoon that if
you got away in anything, there were more
than enough thermals to move on to reach the
15 minutes. All five pilots in group A made the
time. Only two fell short in group B and only
one pilot missed the 15 minutes in C, D, and
E. All 9 pilots got the 15 minutes in F though
some were rather long on landing. 

It was thermal heaven at Muncie with a
couple of hours of solid positive action at a
place that is legendary for afternoon sink. The
field itself seemed to be the thermal generator
and with virtually zero wind so the draft was
all away from the beans toward the open
Muncie field. This caused considerable
mayhem in the landing zone with pilots
laboring in the sun for 15 minutes only to find
themselves crossing the line on the downwind
landing to get a zero flight. Four or five of
these occurred during the
round and it

certainly paid to be
mindful of the approach speed to
score landing points rather than a
safety violation zero for crossing
the tape. 

The only real change to the
leaders was Brent Robinson
making a great max and landing
to move into the top five with a
score of 1074. 

The last round of the
day began with the
announcement it would be a
target time of just 10 minutes.
This was well received by a
tired bunch of fliers with the
thought of an early return to
motels for a shower and a
cold drink. Just as in the
previous round, the
conditions were simply
glorious with only a
couple of fliers missing

their max for the entire
round. It was a joy to watch 10-

year-old Luke Glaab fly his 2 Meter to a

Above: Two
damaged planes but
no damaged spirits
and good scores to
boot for both of us.

Right: NatsNews
reporter Gordon
Buckland repairs the
damaged Duck’s
wing for Round 2.

Jack Strother calls the roster for the first flight group before he sends them to the
winches.



9:58. Once again the landings weren’t easy for some but JT
showed how it was to be done with a closing 96. 

The final standings for Day 1 of 2 Meter, with a spread of
500 points from 10th to first, saw Ken Bates in 10th place,
Tom Kallevang in ninth, Gordon Buckland in eighth, Brent
Robinson seventh, Doug Pike sixth, Anthony Guide fifth,
Johnny Berlin fourth, Josh Glaab third, Craig Greening
second, and JT still firmly in first place. 

Tomorrow’s forecast calls for 13 mph winds from the
southwest, which will be good for 2 Meter launches but will
definitely change the thermal landscape from today which
was the best conditions I have ever experienced for Soaring
in Muncie.

See you there tomorrow for the finish of the 2 Meter
story. 

—Gordon Buckland

Left: Luke Glaab flys the task
with the help of his dad, Josh.

Top: Luke completes another
max and scores landing points.

Luke shows off his 2 Meter plane
with his dad Josh. 



A couple of 2 Meter
sailplanes coming in
on approach
simultaneously.

Round 1 is underway with Group A
launching man-on-man.

These two sailplanes are on their way to the tape. 



Ed Wilson brought a
lot of great LSF apparel
and merchandise to sell
at the Nats.

The flightline was set up with 10 separate winch stations.

Jerry Gross works really hard on
his flying and is ably assisted by
John Nelson.

Robert Samuels
from St. Louis,

Missouri, works
some lift with the

help of Adam
Quennoz.



F3B fun during the
lunch break as Mike
Lachowski launches

his Tanga.

A large Cross
Country ship on
display in the
vendors’ tent.

With the downwind conditions in the landing zone, sometimes the timer also acted as a safety backstop.


